Revised Timeline for CPG Recommendations and Vote

February 6 - Draft of Recommendations circulated to membership (This is as much time we can give to preparing the draft.)

March 6 - Comments from membership due (This gives a month or one exec board cycle for the divisions to digest and respond although the divisions might want to have more than one meeting.)

March 20 - Final draft ready for discussion by the special assembly (Two weeks is tight for assimilating all the feedback but that seems to be as much as we can afford.)

March 20 to April 17 - Time for two virtual assemblies (This seems like as much as we can schedule for a group the size of the delegates)

April 17 - Assembly discussion

April 30 - Final voting version posted along with the rest of the election ballot (We want to give ample time for reflection and discussion of the final version before the votes are cast, so this is about two weeks for the CPG to come up with the voting version. The deadline for the rest of the ballot seems to work as well as anything.)